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FOR n> 1 ANY MAP Rn + 8% IS UNIFORMLY HOMOTOPIC 
TO A CONSTANT 
BY 
ALLAN CALDER 1) 
(Communicated by Prof. J. DE GROOT at the meeting of June 26, 1971) 
Definition : (D OWKER [D]) Let X be a space and Y a metric space 
with metric g. Two maps f, g: X --f Y are said to be uniformly homotopic 
if there is a homotopy H : X x I + Y from f to g such that for any E > 0 
we can find 6 > 0 for which @3(x, t), H(x, t’)) <E for all x E X provided 
It-t’1 < 8. We write f N g (mod B). 
This defines an equivalence relationship on the maps from X to Y. 
In this paper we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1: Let E = Rn or R+n, n> 1. Then every map E --f Sn is 
uniformly homotopic to a constant. Here Rn denotes Euclidean n-space 
and 
R+n=((x1, . . . . xn) E Rn: xn>Oo). 
To prove this we need another theorem. 
Theorem 2: Let E=Rn or R+n. If {Ot)E1 and (dt’}fo,l are locally 
finite disjoint families of nondegenerete n-simplicea in intRmE, then there 
is a homeomorphism from E to itself that takes 4 simplicially onto 4’ 
and is the identity on bpE. 
(By intR”E and bpE we mean the interior of E in Rn and the boundary 
of E in Rn respectively). 
For the moment we shall assume theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 1: Let f : E -+ Sn be any map. We consider Sn 
to be the n-skeleton of the standard n+ 1 simplex in such a way that 
f(0) is vertex, 00 (say). By the simplicial approximation theorem there 
is a simplicial map g: E -+ S a, for Borne triangulation of E, which ap- 
proximates simplicially to f. In other words for all x E E, g(x) is contained 
in the closed simplex containing f(x). Consequently @(f(x), g(x)) <1/3 for 
all x E E, where g in the Euclidean metric. 
1) This work formed part of the Author’s Ph. D. Thesis done under the super- 
vision of Professor C. H. Dowker to whom the Author expresses thanks for inspi- 
ration and advice. 
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Define P: ExI+Sn by 
WG t) = @9(x) + (1 --w4)/l~9(~) + (1 -w4. 
Since the denominator of this expression is greater than or equal to 4, 
P is a uniform homotopy between f and g. So it is sufiicient to show 
that g is uniformly homotopic to a constant map. 
Let AC, denote the closed n-simplex of Sn not containing vs. Let zco be 
the barycenter of A0 and d: Sn -+ Sn be the unique map taking Sn-intsndo 
to ~0 and the geodesic on Sn from ~0 to x linearly onto the geodesic on 
S@ from ~0 to WC, through 2 for all x E bsndo. Let A =d-lA0. Then A is a 
regular n-simplex with escribed sphere radius Q1/3. 
Since g is simplicial and A C int,pAo we have that g-IA consists of a 
locally finite countable family of nondegenerate n-simplices, (At}zl (say), 
contained in intRnE. 
Let AZ’ be a regular n-simplex in E with barycenter (9, i, 0, . . ., 0) 
and escribed sphere radius &v3. Then Theorem 2 tells us that there is a 
homeomorphism h: E -+ E taking Ar’ simplicially onto A( for all i. 
Define a: ExI+E by 
(01x2, ***, xn), Xl<& 
a(Xl, x2, a.., &a, t)= 
1 
((1-Q% 22, ***, %),ZlE 1, 
((l--t), X2, -S-P Xn), Xl>13 
and H: ExI-+Sn by 
H=ddghG(h-1 x IdI), where IdI is the identity map on 1. Then 
H(x, 0) = 
( 
~0, if mh(x) $ I, 
adg(x), if n&(z) E I, 
where ~1 is the projection of E to the first coordinate axis. But if x $ g-IA 
then oXg(x) =ZJO and so H(x, 0) =drEg(x) for all x E E. Moreover, H(x, 1) = 
= ddghCJ(W(x), 1) =wo for all x E E. 
Therefore H is a homotopy between ddg and the constant map 00. 
In fact H is a uniform homotopy for it is easily seen that 
eW(x, 0, H(x, t’)) < W-t’1 
by noting (a) that gh takes A$’ isometrically onto A, for each i, from the 
choice of radius for At’, and (b) that e(G(x, t), cf(x, t’)) < It-t’] for all x E 1. 
Now dd N I&.” (the identity on Sn) and since Sn is compact ddg N g 
(mod 8). Hence g N vo (mod j3). 
For Theorem 2 we need the following lemmas. 
Lemma 2: If U is a connected open subset of Rn and A and A’ are 
nondegenerate n-simplices in U then there is a homeomorphism of Rn to 
itself which takes A simplicially onto A’ and is the identity on Rn\U. 
This result is intuitively clear but the only proof known to the Author 
is too long to be included here. See [Cl. 
3 Indagationes 
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Lemma 3: Let E=AY or ((21, . . . . x,) E Rn: x,> - l}. Then for any 
two locally tiite sequences of disjoint points, (m};“=1 and {ba):, in intRaE 
which are disjoint from each other there is a homeomorphism of E to 
itself taking {@)E1 onto ((0, 0, . . ., i, O)}l”,, and {bg}El onto (0, 0, . . ., 0, i)}:, 
and if E#Rn then this homeomorphism keeps bone pointwise fixed. 
Notation : For A C Rn and E> 0 we define 
B(A,E)={~ER”: Q(X,Y)<E for some XEA), 
D(A,&)={yeRn: Q(x,~)<E for some XGA}, 
&‘(A, E) =D(A, E). 
We write B(x, E) for B({x}, E), etc. 
Proof of lemma 3: For eaoh i there are et> 0 such that 
is a locally finite disjoint family of sets of E. We choose points xi E B(a+, ~6) 
and y{ E B(ba, Q) for all i such that lxrl# Iyt/el for all i and i and lxtl# Ixjrl, 
lygl# lytl for i#i. We may assume that 1x$1 < Ixi + 11 for all i. Let (Y be 
permutation of the positive integers such that IyatoI < Iya(t+i)I for all i. 
It is well known that for any two points x and y in a connected open 
subset U of Rn there is a homeomorphism of Rn to itself taking x to y 
and leaving points outside U fixed. (This can in fact be deduced from 
lemma 2). So there is a homeomorphism h : E -j E such that h(z) =x for 
x # i61Bt{m, h}, e), Wd=xr and Wt)=ye. 
Now for each i there is a & such that 
is a family of disjoint open sets. So again there is a homeomorphism g: 
E--f E such that 
s(s)=(O, 0, Ixtl, 0) and dyd=(O, 0, . . . . 0, Ivtl) 
and g is the identity on bRmE. 
Define homeomorphisms fi, fs : R --f R as follows 
fl(~)=~+(~-IXII)/(I~~+ll- [al), lxtl <r< Ia+1l, 
f2c~~=~~~~-t-~~--IY~/a(l~l~/~lY~~~+1~I-lY~~o~l~~ IYmI~~~lY~(~+l)l 
and let H be a homotopy between f2 and the identity. 
Now we define f: E+ E by 
(.a,z2, **a, fl(%-11, fi(h)), %a> 0, 
f(z)=f(a, . . ..%a)= 
i 
(Zl,Z2, a-*, fl(zn-11, H(zn,-zn)), zn E [- 1, 01, 
(Zl,Z2, -*a, fl(zn-1)s zn), %a< -12 
then fgh IS the required homeomorphism. 
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Lemma 4: Let OL be any permutation of the positive integers, Z+, 
then there is a family of paths (or: I + R+a},e0_, such that ai(O) = (0, i) 
and ~(1) = (a(i), 0) for all i and {Q(I)},“-, is a locally finite family of 
sets in R-+.2. 
Proof: Let Li= {(a(i), y) E R+2: y E [0, i]>, i E Z+ 
U,= {(x, y) E R+2: Ix-a(j)1 = l/ i and y E [- l/i, i] or Ix-a(i)] < l/i 
and y=-l/i}, i,j~Z+ 
At = {(cc, i) E R+2 : 2 E [0, a(i)] and ]z-lx(i)l> l/i for i>i} 
u {U,: i>i and &)<oI(~)) u Lg. 
Then As is a path connected subset of R+2 containing (0, i) and (a(i), 0). 
Let oi be any path in At joming (0, i) to (a(i), 0). Then as(l)=&. Now 
Al n A,=@ if i#j and ~(0, Ad)> min{i,ol(j)-l/i:j>i} for each i and so 
{Ad,“_, is a locally finite disjoint family of sets. Hence (uI}~~ is the 
required family of paths. 
Proof of Theorem 2: Assume initially that 5 dl n c At’= (3. 
Then we can find EO 0 for each i such that {D(& y~,%(d~‘, $\E, is a 
locally finite disjoint collection of sets in intsmE. Let at and br be the 
barycenters of dr and dg’ respectively, then {~~}ioo,~ and {b/}ioopl are disjoint 
locally finite sequences in intR”E and so by lemmas 3 and 4, for each i 
there is a path or: I -+ E from at to i& such that {G*(I)) is a locally finite 
family of disjoint sets in in&WE. 
Let St E (0, ~6) be such that (II( 2&)},“0_, is a disjoint family. 
By lemma 2 there is a homeomorphism h: E --f E which takes dr 
simplicially onto a regular n-simplex & with center Q and esoribed sphere 
radius 66 and maps &’ simplicially onto a regular n-simplex At’ centre bg 
and escribed sphere radius 6r and is the identity on E\ 5 B(At U A#‘, a). 
Now & u &’ C B(oQ), 286) so by lemma 2 again tiebe is a homeo- 
morphism g: E + E which maps & simplicially onto & for all i and is 
the identity on E\ 6 B(c@), 24). 
The required homeimorphism is given by Wgh: E + E. 
We now consider the more general case where ?J At n 5 At’ is not 
necessarily empty. i-l S-1 
since A =intRnE\ G (As U dr’) is an unbounded open set in E it 
contains a locally f&t: sequence {zf}, +1 of distinct points and we can 
find ye > 0 for each i such that {D(Q, yb)} is a disjoint family of sets in A. 
Let At” be any nondegenerate n-simplex contained in D(s, yr) then 
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from above we have that there are homeomorphisms f, f’ : E + E such 
that f takes At simplically onto At” and f’ takes Al’ simplically onto At” 
and f and f’ are both the identity on b~mE. The required homeomorphism 
is f’f. 
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